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John is also credited periodically narrating the story in song throughout the film. The film
follows two con artists who, after winning the map to El Dorado , escape from Spain. After
washing ashore in the New World , they use the map to lead them to the city of El Dorado, where
its inhabitants mistake them for gods. In Spain , a bard and a rogue, Miguel and Tulio, win a map
to the legendary City of Gold, El Dorado , in a rigged dice gamble though they ironically win the
map fairly. Their boat reaches land, where Miguel begins to recognize landmarks from the map,
leading them to a totem marker near a waterfall that Tulio believes is a dead end. As they
prepare to leave, they encounter a native woman, Chel, being chased by guards. When the
guards see Tulio and Miguel riding Altivo as depicted on the totem, they escort them and Chel
to a secret entrance behind the falls, into El Dorado. They are brought to the city's elders,
kindhearted Chief Tannabok and wicked high priest Tzekel-Kan. The pair are mistaken for gods
and are given luxurious quarters, along with the charge of Chel. She discovers that the two are
conning the people, but promises to remain quiet if they take her with them when they leave the
city. The two are showered with gifts of gold from Tannabok, but disapprove of Tzekel-Kan
attempting to sacrifice a civilian at the gods' ritual. Tulio and Miguel instruct Tannabok to build
them a boat so that they can leave the city with all the gifts they have been given, under the ruse
that they are needed back in the 'other world. Miguel comes to appreciate the peaceful life
embraced by the citizens; by then, he reconsiders leaving, especially after overhearing Tulio
telling Chel that he'd like her to come with them to Spain, before adding he'd like her to come
with specifically him and to forget Miguel â€” straining the relationship between the two. When
Tzekel-Kan sees Miguel playing a ball game with children, he insists the "gods" demonstrate
their powers against the city's best players in the same game. Tulio and Miguel are outmatched,
but Chel replaces the ball with an armadillo, allowing them to win. Miguel spares the ritual of
sacrificing the losing team and chastises Tzekel-Kan, much to the crowd's approval. Tzekel-Kan
notices Miguel received a small cut in the game and realizes the pair are not gods since gods do
not bleed, hence the reason for the sacrifices. Afterward, Miguel and Tulio enjoy a party being
thrown for them, but sooner or later begin to argue about Tulio and Chel's conversation and
Miguel's desire to stay. However, before they can continue, Tzekel-Kan conjures a giant stone
jaguar to chase them throughout the city. Tulio and Miguel manage to outwit the jaguar, causing
it and Tzekel-Kan to fall into a giant whirlpool, thought by the natives to be the entrance to
Xibalba , the spirit world. With the boat completed, Miguel decides to stay in the city. The plan
succeeds with the citizens pulling over a statue in the boat's wake to give it enough speed. As
the statue starts to fall too quickly, Tulio has difficulty in preparing the boat's sail. Giving up on
staying in the city, Miguel and Altivo jump onto the boat to unfurl the sails, assuring the boat
clears the statue in time. The group successfully crashes against the pillars, causing a cave-in,
but losing all their gifts in the process. Tulio and Miguel, though disappointed they lost the gold
unaware that Altivo still wears the golden horseshoes with which he was outfitted in El Dorado ,
head in a different direction for a new adventure with Chel, presumably also looking for a way
back to Spain. This version of the story had Miguel initially conceived as a raunchy Sancho
Panza -like character who died, but came back to life so much that the natives assumed he was
a god, as well as steamier love sequences and scanty clothing designed for Chel. However,
while The Prince of Egypt was in production, Katzenberg decided that their next animated
project should be a departure from its serious, adult approach, and desired for the film to be an
adventure comedy. Producer Bonnie Radford explained, "We originally thought it would be
rated PG and so we skewed it to that group But then we thought we could not exclude the
younger kids so we had to tone the romance down. They need each other because they're both
pretty inept. They're opposites â€” Tulio is the schemer and Miguel is the dreamer. Their
camaraderie adds to the adventure; you almost don't need to know where they're going or what
they're after, because the fun is in the journey. This resulted in a good deal of improvised
dialogue, some of which ended up in the film. Early into production, a team of designers,
animators, producers, and Katzenberg embarked on research trips to Mexico where they
studied ancient Mayan cities of Tulum , Chichen Itza , and Uxmal in hopes of making the film's
architecture look authentic. Marylata Jacob, who started DreamWorks' music department in ,
became the film's music supervisor before the script was completed. Consulting with
Katzenberg, Jacob decided the musical approach to the film would be world music. John then
recorded a demo, which was given to the animators whom storyboarded to the demo, as the
tempo and vocals would remain intact. Eventually, the filmmakers decided not to follow the
traditional musical approach by having the characters sing. Co-producer Bonne Radford
explained, "We were trying to break free of that pattern that had been kind of adhered to in
animation and really put a song where we thought it would be great John, Rice, and Zimmer had
previously collaborated on the soundtrack to Disney's The Lion King , another animated film.
Zimmer had also previously composed the music score to The Prince of Egypt. In some

instances such as "The Trail We Blaze" , the songs have been altered musically and vocally
from the way they appeared in the film. It includes the theatrical versions of the songs,
including "It's Tough to be a God" recorded by Kevin Kline and Kenneth Branagh , and several
of the score tracks by Hans Zimmer. Schmit are credited as background vocalists on the song
"Without Question". The film was first revealed in a double trailer with fellow DreamWorks
animated feature Chicken Run on the home video of The Prince of Egypt. It was accompanied
by a promotional campaign by Burger King. There was also an event in El Dorado, KS in which
the streets were painted gold and gold coins were donated to the city to build a movie theater.
The DVD release includes an audio commentary, behind-the-scenes featurettes, music video of
"Someday Out of Blue", production notes, interactive games, and trailers and television spots.
The site's critical consensus reads, "Predictable story and thin characters made the movie flat.
Reviewing for the Chicago Tribune , Michael Wilmington summarized that "This movie is fun to
watch in ways that most recent cartoons aren't. It's also more adult, though it's the same
cartoonish sensuality as the original "Road" movies, with their heavily coded prurience. It's a
high-spirited movie, though it's not for all tastes. The script, while clever, often seems too cute
and show-biz snazzy, not emotional enough. Our Tulio and Miguel aren't big enough, nor strong
enough, nor funny enough to buckle any swashes. They're as lost to us as the lost city into
which they stumble. Kevin Kline and Kenneth Branagh supply their voices, but the characters
say and do similar things in similar ways. Who can tell them apart? Roger Ebert of the Chicago
Sun-Times gave the film three stars out of four and commented that although it wasn't "as
quirky as Antz or as grown up as The Prince of Egypt ", it was "bright and has good energy, and
the kinds of witty asides that entertain the adults in between the margins of the stuff for the
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